
My Learning At Home  
Workbook! 

Name: ____________ 





Day 1   ________________   the ______ of   _____________  2020 

Morning 

Completed     Focused     Independent  Kept my  learning 
          space  organised  

Spelling 

1st:   grass,  ____________________________________________________________ 

2nd: agree,  ___________________________________________________________ 

3rd: wiggle,  ___________________________________________________________ 

4th: stagger,  ___________________________________________________________ 

5th: octagon,  __________________________________________________________ 

List Words 

again 
green 
grams 
begin 
gulp 
games 
great  
grown 
grey 
forget 
grass 
agree 
guess 
ugly 

garage 
together 
beginning 
grate 
guide 
guest 
guessed 
wriggle 
octagon 
hexagon 
Pentagon 

Extension Words 

aggressive 
baggage 
bibliography 
catalogue 
diagonally 
disguise 
glimpse 
glossary 
Goggles 
gorgeous 
guarantee 
guidance 
integrate 
Regrettable 

significant 
smuggler 
spaghetti 
squiggle 
yoghurt 



Day 1   ________________   the ______ of   _____________  2020 

Morning 

Completed     Focused     Independent  Kept my  learning 
          space  organised  

Spelling 

Choose 18 words from the core list or extension list that you would like to 
focus on.  Put a star * next to them so you remember which ones they are.  

Use the LOOK, SAY, COVER, WRITE, CHECK strategy to help you learn these 
words.  

1. _________________

2. __________________

3.___________________ 

4. __________________

5. __________________

6. __________________

 My score:  

7. __________________

8. __________________

9. __________________

10. __________________

11. __________________

12. __________________

13. __________________

14. __________________

15. __________________

16. __________________

17. __________________

18. __________________

Write 3 silly sentences using your spelling words. Try to use at least 4 of your 
spelling words in each sentence.  

1._________________________________________________________________
___________________________________________________________________ 
___________________________________________________________________ 

2._________________________________________________________________
___________________________________________________________________
___________________________________________________________________ 

3._________________________________________________________________
___________________________________________________________________
___________________________________________________________________ 



Deep-sea Diving - Editing

the deep-see diver looked nervously at the ocean 

around him One by one, waves crashed into the side 

of his rocking boat. in a few seconds, he was going to 

have to enter these dangerus waters. He anxiously 

put on his goggles �ippers and oxyjen mask he dived 

into the frezing waters below and hoped for the best.  

he felt the icy water cover him like a blanket. Rainbow 

�sh darted in and out of the coral For a few minutes

he feeled calm and happy. Sudenly, a giant shark

apeared out of nowhere the diver swam furiously

back towards his boat. He decided never to dive in

this part of the oshean ever again

Re-write the first paragraph correctly:

Add editing marks to text. There are 20 errors.

Editing Marks:

Capital letter

End punctuation

Insert a word

Change to lower case

Take something out

Check spelling

New paragraph 

. ! ?

SP

l.c.

Day 1   ________________   the ______ of   _____________  2020 

Completed     Focused     Independent  Kept my  learning 
          space  organised  

(You can check your 
answers at the back 
when you're finished)



Design three different 
paper planes to test for the
paper plane flying 
competition.

Follow the competition 
rules, set out below.

Design three different Design three different Design three different 
paper planes to test for the paper planes to test for the paper planes to test for the paper planes to test for the 
paper plane flying paper plane flying paper plane flying paper plane flying 
competition.competition.

Every year, your town holds a paper plane 
flying competition. Children design their 
own paper planes, then fly them against 
each other. The designer of the paper plane 
that flies the furthest is the winner!
This year, you are finally old enough to 
enter the competition. There is only one 
problem - you have designed three different 
paper planes and you can’t decide which one 
to enter in the competition!
You have decided to test all three of your 
paper plane designs to see which one flies 
the furthest. You will accurately measure 
and record the distance flown by each 
paper plane, then use the information to 
make a decision about which design to enter 
in the competition.

• Each paper plane must be constructed from a single piece
of A4 paper.

• The exterior of the paper plane may be decorated using
pencils or markers only.

• Attachments of any kind are not permitted.
• The use of tape, glue or adhesives of any kind is not permitted.
• Rips may be made in the paper plane by hand. The use of

scissors is not permitted.

in the competition.in the competition.

• Each paper plane must be constructed from a single piece   • Each paper plane must be constructed from a single piece   
 of A4 paper.  of A4 paper. 
• The exterior of the paper plane may be decorated using   

Every year, your town holds a paper plane Every year, your town holds a paper plane Every year, your town holds a paper plane Every year, your town holds a paper plane 
flying competition. Children design their flying competition. Children design their flying competition. Children design their flying competition. Children design their 

Which Plane Flies Best?
LengthLength



1. Check your understanding of the task

Carefully read through the task and the list of competition rules. If there are 
any instructions that you do not understand, ask your teacher to explain 
them to you. 

2. Design and construct your paper planes

Design, construct and decorate three different paper planes. Draw or take a 
photograph of each design to be recorded on the Designing and Constructing 
Worksheet. Remember to follow to competition rules throughout the design 
and construction process.

3. Make a prediction

Which paper plane design do you think will fly the furthest and why? Record 
and explain your ideas on the Conducting the Investigation Worksheet.

4. Choose a scaled measuring instrument

Decide how to best measure the distance flown by each paper plane during the 
test flights. Record and explain the reasons for your choice on the Conducting 
the Investigation Worksheet.

5. Conduct three test flights for each paper plane design

Test each paper plane three times. Use your chosen scaled measuring 
instrument to record the distance flown on each test flight, then record the 
distances in the table provided. Calculate the total distance flown by each 
paper plane by adding the three distances from each test flight together.

6. Make a decision

Based on the results of the investigation, decide which paper plane design to 
enter in the competition.

1. Check your understanding of the task1. Check your understanding of the task

Carefully read through the task and the list of competition rules. If there are Carefully read through the task and the list of competition rules. If there are 

• Blank sheets of A4 paper
• Scaled measuring instruments
(small ruler, large ruler,
tape measure, trundle wheel)

• Coloured pencils or markers

The MaterialsThe MaterialsThe Materials
• Blank sheets of A4 paper
 Scaled measuring instruments



Date

Length Investigation - Worksheet

Name

INVESTIGATION

Designing and Constructing
Design and construct three different paper planes. Give each design an interesting name. Draw a sketch or take a 
photograph of each design to display in the boxes below. Write a sentence to explain the features of each design.

Design 1:  ________________________ Design 2:  ________________________ Design 3:  ________________________



Date

Length Investigation - Worksheet

Name

INVESTIGATION

Test Flight 1 Test Flight 2 Test Flight 3 Total Distance

Design 1

Design 2

Design 3

Conducting the Investigation

Prediction

I think design number 1 / 2 / 3 (circle one) will fly the furthest. I think this because: 

Measuring Distance Using a Scaled Instrument

I am going to use a small ruler / large ruler / tape measure / trundle wheel 
(circle one) to measure distance. This is the best instrument to use because: 

Collecting and Recording Data

Conduct three test flights for each of your paper plane designs. Record the 
distance flown on each flight.

Once you have conducted all three test flights, calculate the total distance 
flown by each paper plane.

Conclusion

My prediction was correct / incorrect (circle one).

The winner paper plane design was design number 1 / 2 / 3 (circle one). 

I know this because:



Date

Length Investigation - Worksheet

Name

INVESTIGATION

Reflection
1. Did you enjoy working on this investigation? Give reasons to explain your answer.

2. Did you face any challenges during the investigation? If so, how did you
overcome them?

3. How do you feel about your winning design? Is there anything you would
change about it?

4. Do you think this investigation was a ‘fair test’? Why or why not?

5. Circle the statement that best suits how you feel about measuring distance
after completing this investigation.

a) I feel very confident measuring distance.
b) My understanding of measuring distance is improving.
c) I still need some help when measuring distance.





Day 1 _____ the of ____ 2020 ._____.I** * 
Completed Focused Independent Kept my learning 

space organised 

Deep-sea Diving - Editing 

Add editing marks to text. There are 20 errors. 
= s� 
the deep-@diver looked nervously at the ocean 

around hi�ne by one, waves crashed into the side 

of his rocking boat.Tn a few seconds, he was going to 
s;� 

have to enter these�waters. He anxiously 
� ...S:f" = 

put on his goggles flippers and@yj_§)mask he dived 
s J '(!j' 

into theSwaters below and hoped for the best. 

he felt the icy water cover him like a blanket. Rainbow 

fish darted in and out of the coralfor a few minutes 
sr sv 0 

he�calm and happy.�, a giant shark 
� out of nowher�he diver swam furiously

back towards his boat. He decided never to dive in 
S,t> 

this part of the�ever agai� 

Re-write the text correctly: 

Editing Marks: 

Capital letter -

-

-

End punctuation 0CDCV 

Insert a word I.. 

Change to lower case /1.c. 

Take something out '7 
SP 

Check spelling 0 

New paragraph 11 

av-00r1cl hhr7, C)nl & tOM,t wav-t✓ c,r:t:Whd 111/v A.I! u'1W.e ef' h1J'

rovk_;� bogf. rh 4 {t-w uf.('f)rJc/J', he Wt:!✓ tfl12'1f! 7D /2�� 7'D

evif.tr +hue tfa1;1erou✓ W-4fV.I'. 11.e an>t/olAl'ly puf- 011 l,,'.r 
go�gl-eJ'I ui?;?«J' a/lei 0'><Jtgt&1 lv)auk. fl-t. d;'v�d /nlo -f/2�

£,-eez)
17 

walur klow a;,it>/ ho(?�d & fbe he.d.

1./e fell -1/2.t ;'CJ! wale caver him dk � //Anke:I RCJtt'nbow -&N,

dar./-d ,o a(ld "ul: � ffe.e. ctJra I. &: a few ,M}()tllf h.e felt C'�IM 
a11cl AttfffJ· Sv1dde¥Jf/, a gianf s'1ark q/1/}tarecl 6%1-1 ol ntJwhut,

1le d/ver J1waM {wit!Juu/0 '20td. i>warc/f /,/J bf;>4f . .Jl.e. de.Mol_e.c/ 
V' 

n.evtr lo dlve if7 +hu fa.,f o! -fh.R. oc.eqn .(%.er- fJ0t.in. @teachstarter 



School is finished for the day! Well done! 

How many stars did you earn? Record the number here: 

   ______ 

Now it is time to get some  exercise and complete two 

chores to earn your free time reward! 

Jog on the spot for 

two minutes 

Touch your toes ten 

times 

Ten sit-ups or push-ups 

Write your chosen 

chore here: 

Write your chosen 

chore here: 

________________________________    _______________________________    ______________________________  

Parent sign off  Parent sign off  Parent sign off 

When you have all three things signed off, it’s time to go 

and enjoy your reward!! Great job today!! 



Day 2   ________________   the ______ of   _____________  2020 

Morning 

Completed   Focused     Independent  Kept my  learning 
        space  organised  

Spelling 

1                      ____________________________________________________________ 

2                      ___________________________________________________________ 

3                      ___________________________________________________________ 

4                      

5                      

List Words 

again 

green 

grams 

begin 

gulp 

games 

great 

grown 

grey 

forget 

grass 

agree 

guess 

ugly 

garage 

together 

beginning 

grate 

guide 

guest 

guessed 

wriggle 

octagon 

hexagon 

Pentagon 

Extension Words 

aggressive 

baggage 

bibliography 

catalogue 

diagonally 

disguise 

glimpse 

glossary 

Goggles 

gorgeous 

guarantee 

guidance 

integrate 

Regrettable 

significant 

smuggler 

spaghetti 

squiggle 

yoghurt 

Choose 5 words from your list and use a dictionary to  write a definition 
for each word.

**Choose to do either the PURPLE (easier) or BLUE (harder)) 
spelling worksheets on the next page**



Day 2   ________________   the ______ of   _____________  2020 

Morning 

Completed   Focused     Independent  Kept my  learning 
        space  organised  



Day 2   ________________   the ______ of   _____________  2020 

Morning 

Completed   Focused     Independent  Kept my  learning 
        space  organised  



Professor Fizz’s Potion - Editing

professor �zz clutched the miracle potion in his gloved 

hand. for many days and nights, he had been trying to 

purfect this recipe. Now that the brew was exactly write, 

it was time for a test removing his gloves, he pulled the 

cork from the top of the bubling beaker. In one gulp, he 

drunk the entire potion and waited

Almost immediately Professor Fizz began to feel verry 

strange. In a matter of seconds, his eyes started to feel 

very hot The hairs on his arms and legs started to twich. 

While that were happening, he heard a strange whistling 

sound comming from inside his ears. professor Fizz 

hoped that he wouldnt have any more strange 

re-actions to his potion

Re-write the first paragraph correctly:

Add editing marks to text. There are 20 errors.

Editing Marks:

Capital letter

End punctuation

Insert a word

Change to lower case

Take something out

Check spelling

New paragraph 

. ! ?

SP

l.c.



1. Shinji is 182 cm tall. Jane is
169 cm tall. If Brian is 15 cm
taller than Jane, what is the
combined height of all three
people?

2. What is the di�erence
between the largest and smallest
number that can be made with
the digits 6, 4, 9, 3, 0, 2?

3. Janine wanted to buy a new laptop. The laptop
costs $1299, but has been reduced by $249.
If Janine has $3423 in savings, how
much money will she have left after
she purchases the discounted
laptop?

6 9
30

2

4

Day 2   ____________   the ____ of   __________  2020 

Completed     Focused     Independent  Kept my  learning 
          space  organised  





School is finished for the day! Well done! 

How many stars did you earn? Record the number here: 

   ______ 

Now it is time to get some  exercise and complete two 

chores to earn your free time reward! 

Jog on the spot for 

two minutes 

Touch your toes ten 

times 

Ten sit-ups or push-ups 

Write your chosen 

chore here: 

Write your chosen 

chore here: 

________________________________    _______________________________    ______________________________  

Parent sign off  Parent sign off  Parent sign off 

When you have all three things signed off, it’s time to go 

and enjoy your reward!! Great job today!! 



Day 3   ________________   the ______ of   _____________  2020

Completed   Focused     Independent  Kept my  learning 
        space  organised  

Writing 

Use the sentence starter below to write your own short story. Remember to 

include an orientation, rising action, a climax, falling action and a     

resolution. You can experiment with the structure of your plot if you want 

to.  

Startura opened the safe and it was gone. “No one had the code, who

could have opened it?” She wondered…. 





Day 3   ________________   the ______ of   _____________  2020 

Completed   Focused     Independent  Kept my  learning 
        space  organised  



Completed   Focused     Independent  Kept my  learning 
        space  organised  

Day 3   ________________   the ______ of   _____________  2020

Completed   Focused     Independent  Kept my  learning 
        space  organised  

Day 3   ________________   the ______ of   _____________  2020



Polygon Puzzle 4 
- Addition

94

100 + 34

40

18

26 + 4

30

11 + 29

40

60 + 34

11 + 13
85

30

18 + 22

43
 +

 6
2

36

16
 +

 6
41

 +
 5

4

15 + 17

24

59

10
5

12
 +

 2
4

40

24
9 + 21

16 + 8

134

48

42 + 6

40

18 + 22

51 + 8
32

22

95

4 + 14

25 + 15





NUMBER AND ALGEBRA

Number of the Day - Worksheet

Name Date

Sum of the digits:

10 more:

10 less:

100 more:

100 less:

1000 more:

1000 less:

Word form:

Make the number using coins and notes:

Write a sum that equals your number:

=    

Greater than and less than: 

>                             >  

Odd or even?

Tally marks:

Thousands Hundreds Tens Ones

Number of the Day





School is finished for the day! Well done! 

How many stars did you earn? Record the number here: 

   ______ 

Now it is time to get some  exercise and complete two 

chores to earn your free time reward! 

Jog on the spot for 

two minutes 

Touch your toes ten 

times 

Ten sit-ups or push-ups 

Write your chosen 

chore here: 

Write your chosen 

chore here: 

________________________________    _______________________________    ______________________________  

Parent sign off  Parent sign off  Parent sign off 

When you have all three things signed off, it’s time to go 

and enjoy your reward!! Great job today!! 



DateName

VOCABULARY

Our Solar Systems Cloze Worksheet

Our Solar System

Our  is made up of eight planets and many smaller objects that orbit 
around the .

The Sun is a star at the centre of the solar system. It weighs approximately 330 000 times the 
mass of .

The eight planets are the largest objects that orbit the Sun. The four smaller planets closest 
to the Sun are , , Earth and . 
These four  are primarily made up of rock and metal. 

The four outer planets, called the , are substantially larger than 
the terrestrials. The two largest are  and , 
composed mainly of hydrogen and helium. The two outermost are  and 

, composed largely of ice, including frozen water, ammonia and methane. 

All planets have almost circular orbits around the Sun, within a nearly flat disc called the 
.

Our solar system is located within one of the outer arms of the  galaxy, 
which contains about 200 billion stars. 

Milky Way terrestrial planets Neptune ecliptic plane

Uranus Sun Venus Earth

solar system gas giants Mercury Mars

Jupiter Saturn

Colour and label the solar system below



7

1. Create a find -a-word using the names of the planets and other words

 

related to outer space.
2. Hide your words in the grid, and then list the words underneath that you

have hidden.

 

3. Ask a sibling or family member to solve it when they have some time.

 

Day 4   ________________   the ______ of   _____________  2020

Completed   Focused     Independent  Kept my  learning 
        space  organised  



a) __________________________________________________________________

b) __________________________________________________________________

c) __________________________________________________________________

a) __________________________________________________________________

b) __________________________________________________________________

c) __________________________________________________________________

a) __________________________________________________________________

b) __________________________________________________________________

c) __________________________________________________________________

a) __________________________________________________________________

b) __________________________________________________________________

c) __________________________________________________________________

Day 4   ________________   the ______ of   _____________  2020

Completed  
 Focused     Independent  Kept my  le arning 

        space  organised  



Day 4   ________________   the ______ of   _____________  2020

Completed  

 Focused     Independent  Kept my  le arning 
        space  organised  

icochrane3
Stamp

icochrane3
Stamp



School is finished for the day! Well done! 

How many stars did you earn? Record the number here: 

   ______ 

Now it is time to get some  exercise and complete two 

chores to earn your free time reward! 

Jog on the spot for 

two minutes 

Touch your toes ten 

times 

Ten sit-ups or push-ups 

Write your chosen 

chore here: 

Write your chosen 

chore here: 

________________________________    _______________________________    ______________________________  

Parent sign off  Parent sign off  Parent sign off 

When you have all three things signed off, it’s time to go 

and enjoy your reward!! Great job today!! 



Comprehension Task Comprehension Task

Recall Facts and DetailsRecall Facts and Details

The History of the Cacao Bean
Chocolate	has	been	around	for	thousands	of	years.	It	did	
not	start	as	the	sweet	treat	we	know	it	as	today.

Chocolate	comes	from	cacao	trees.	These	trees	were	
originally	grown	by	Maya	Indians	in	Mexico	around	600	
AD.	Pods	grow	from	the	trunk	of	a	cacao	tree.	Inside	the	
pods	are	small	cacao	beans.	These	beans	are	used	to	
make	chocolate.

Cacao	beans	were	very	valuable	in	the	1500s	when	the	
Aztecs	took	rule	over	Mexico.	They	were	used	as	a	form	of	
currency	and	for	paying	taxes.	Wealthy	people	used	cacao	
beans	to	make	a	bitter	drink.	They	enhanced	the	taste	of	
the	drink	by	adding	flowers,	vanilla	and	honey.

In	the	1500s,	a	Spanish	explorer,	named	Herman	Cortes,	
travelled	to	Mexico	and	discovered	the	cacao	drink	of	the	
Aztecs.	He	took	the	cacao	beans	back	to	Spain	with	him.	
In	Spain,	people	began	adding	sugar	to	the	bitter	drink	to	
make	it	enjoyable	and	sweet.

By	the	1800s,	alkaline	salts	were	
added	and	fats	were	removed	
from	a	powdered	form	of	the	
cacao	bean	by	Dutch	chemist,	
Joseph	Fry.	Fry	had	created	the	
first	modern	chocolate	bar.

The History of the Cacao Bean
1. Who	first	started	growing	cacao	trees?

When	were	they	first	grown?

Where	were	they	first	gown?

2. Before	they	were	made	into	a	sweet	treat,	what	were
cacao	beans	used	for?

3. How	did	the	Spanish	change	the	cacao	drink	of	the
Aztecs?

4. Who	created	the	first	chocolate	bar?

What	did	he	do	as	part	of	the	making	process?

CRAZY CREATIVE CHALLENGE
Research	what	a	cacao	tree	looks	like.

Use	the	text	and	your	research	to	draw	and	label	
a	cacao	tree	to	help	explain	where	chocolate	
comes	from.



Recall Facts and Details — Questions

DateName

COMPREHENSION

The History of the Cacao Bean
1. Who	first	started	growing	cacao	trees?

When	were	they	first	grown?
Where	were	they	first	grown?

2. Before	they	were	made	into	a	sweet	treat,	what	were	cacao	beans	used	for?

3. How	did	the	Spanish	change	the	cacao	drink	of	the	Aztecs?

4. Who	created	the	first	chocolate	bar?
What	did	he	do	as	part	of	the	making	process?



Name: Date:

Texting Words

1
a b c d e f

g h i j k l m n o

p q r s t u v w x y z

2 3

4 5 6

7 8 9

T   e   x   t    i   n   g  
8+3+9+8+4+6+4 = 42



Place Value — Worksheet

DateName

MATHEMATICS☕

Flip, Draw, Expand!

Flip four number cards and write your new number in the ‘Flip’ column. Draw your number using MAB blocks in the 
‘Draw’ column. Show how your number can be partitioned according to place value in the ‘Expand’ column.

Flip Draw Expand
Th 
1

H 
2

T 
1

O 
3 1000 + 200 + 10 + 3

Th H T O

Th H T O

Th H T O

Th H T O

Th H T O



12
11

1

10

2

45
7

8
6

3

9

How to Make a Sundial
What you need:
• crayons
• paper plate

• sharp pencil
• thumb tacks

• ruler
• plastic straw

What to do:
1. Use the sharp pencil to poke a hole through the very

centre of the plate.
2. Put the plate upside down.
3. Write the number 12 on the edge of the plate with a crayon.
4. Using the ruler as a guide, draw a straight line from the

number 12 to the hole in the centre of the plate.
5. On a sunny day, take the plate outside at noon (12:00 pm).
6. Put the plate on the ground and poke the straw

through the hole.
7. Turn the plate so that the shadow of the straw falls along

the line to the number 12.
8. Using your thumb tacks, fasten the plate

to the ground.
9. One hour later, at one o'clock, check the

position of the shadow along the edge of the
plate and write the number 1 on that spot.

10. Use the positions of the 12 and 1 to predict
the positions of the other numbers on
the sundial.

11. The next day, take your
sundial out and you will be
able to tell the time without
a clock.



School is finished for the day! Well done! 

How many stars did you earn? Record the number here: 

   ______ 

Now it is time to get some  exercise and complete two 

chores to earn your free time reward! 

Jog on the spot for 

two minutes 

Touch your toes ten 

times 

Ten sit-ups or push-ups 

Write your chosen 

chore here: 

Write your chosen 

chore here: 

________________________________    _______________________________    ______________________________  

Parent sign off  Parent sign off  Parent sign off 

When you have all three things signed off, it’s time to go 

and enjoy your reward!! Great job today!! 
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